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CARL-GUSTAF M4

SMART
JUST GOT
SMARTER
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CARL-GUSTAF M4 > INTRODUCTION

INNOVATIVE
TO THE CORE
The new Carl-Gustaf M4 is a man-portable multi-role
weapon system that provides high tactical flexibility
through its wide range of ammunition types.
Since 1948, Carl-Gustaf has been supporting
dismounted infantry around the world in dealing with a
full range of battlefield challenges. A marked evolution
in the history of the system, the new M4 model meets
the needs of modern conflict environments while
offering compatibility with future innovations.
Saab’s thinking edge has enabled us to build on almost
70 years of heritage and technological development to
offer a weapon system with innovation at its core. With
the Carl-Gustaf M4, smart just got smarter.

Carl-Gustaf M4 represents an evolution in the
capabilities of infantrymen. To see its multi-role
flexibility in action is to understand the true impact
that this new system will have on tomorrow’s ground
combat operations. Its new features include:
LIGHTER
Builds upon the success of its predecessor by
offering an even shorter length and a weight of
less than 7 kilos
INTELLIGENT SIGHT
Compatible with intelligent sight systems, ensuring
maximum effect in any tactical situation
IMPROVED ERGONOMICS
Overall improved ergonomics enables soldiers
to adjust the weapon to suit them. Includes
an adjustable shoulder rest and front grip
REDUCED ACTION TIME
Can be carried loaded to enable the user to
act faster
ROUND COUNTER
Integrated shot counter for improved logistics
and maintenance
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CARL-GUSTAF M4 > LIGHTWEIGHT

EFFECTIVE
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

LIGHTER, BETTER, FASTER
On the modern battlefield, speed can mean the difference
between life and death for dismounted infantry. Operational
success depends upon soldiers that can react quickly and
effectively in any tactical situation.
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The Carl-Gustaf M4 won’t slow you down. It builds upon
the success of its predecessor by offering an even shorter
length and a weight of less than 7 kilos – helping your
troops remain agile.

CARL-GUSTAF M4 > INTELLIGENT

GUARANTEED PRECISION
As technologies evolve, weaponry needs to keep pace
and offer cutting-edge capabilities. Programmable
ammo is just one innovation that is set to revolutionise
the battlefield for dismounted infantry.

Built with future requirements in mind, the Carl-Gustaf M4
is compatible with intelligent sighting systems, and
prepared for programmable ammo, ensuring your
forces have advanced technology at their fingertips.
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CARL-GUSTAF M4 > FLEXIBLE

THE POWER TO ADAPT
Today’s dismounted infantry face a broader range
of battlefield challenges than ever before. Having
a single weapon for all situations increases their
tactical flexibility and reduces the amount of
equipment that they carry.
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The new Carl-Gustaf M4 multi-role system is the
solution. It enables soldiers to deal with any tactical
situation – from neutralising armoured tanks or
enemy troops in defilade, to clearing obstacles and
engaging enemies in buildings.

CARL-GUSTAF M4 > AMMUNITION

YOU’RE COVERED
The Carl-Gustaf system’s combat flexibility comes from its range of specialised ammunition.
Whether you want to destroy a structure or illuminate the night sky, the Carl-Gustaf M4 is for you.

84mm
HEAT 551
HEAT 551C RS

84mm
ASM 509

84mm
HEAT 751

84mm
MT 756

ANTI-ARMOUR

MULTI-ROLE/
ANTI-STRUCTURE

84mm
HEDP 502
HEDP 502 RS

84mm
HEAT 655CS
FUTURE AMMO
SUPPORT
84mm
ILLUM 545C

ANTI-PERSONNEL

84mm
SMOKE 469C

84mm
ADM 401

84mm
HE 441D
HE 441D RS

TRAINING

SIGHT OPTIONS

Sub-calibre trainers and full calibre practice rounds and
simulators are available to meet the system’s training
requirements. Saab can offer individually tailored,
cost-effective solutions, from gunnery training to
force-on-force exercises.

OPEN SIGHT
There are different range scales on the rear open sight. Both
the front and the rear part of the open sight are optimised
for night operations through the use of illuminated dots.

Because it is fully compatible with existing training
equipment and ammunition, a switch to the M4
represents a low cost option in terms of training
requirements and equipment.

84mm
TPT 141

FULL CALIBRE
PRACTICE ROUNDS

84mm
TP 552

7.62mm
SUB-CALIBRE
553B

20mm
SUB-CALIBRE

SUB-CALIBRE
TRAINERS

RED DOT SIGHT
A red dot sight can be integrated as an alternative to the open
sight. This gives the user improved accuracy, reduced reaction
time and, with night vision goggles, night fighting capability.
TELESCOPIC SIGHT
The clip-on telescopic sight is the standard targeting
option. It is mounted on a picatinny rail, giving the
user the option of attaching thermal sights or image
intensifiers on the weapon for night combat.
INTELLIGENT SIGHT
The M4 is compatible with intelligent sights,
allowing users to choose from a range of systems.
These speed up action time and hit probability.
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Today, dismounted troops need to be prepared for a
wider spectrum of operations in dynamic conflicts and
environments that bring new challenges to the ground
combat arena, especially in urban terrain.
Securing your position is always difficult, target exposure times are short and you need the ability to counter
a wide range of threats at a wide range of distances.

Firepower, flexibility and easy handling are vital,
while failure to secure these parameters could be lethal.
That’s why Saab continuously develops the capabilities
of its ground combat weapon range. More firepower
under less load and a wider range of capabilities with each
weapon. Everything needed to meet our customers’
combat demands. Today – and tomorrow.

GROUND COMBAT SYSTEMS   3

MIND THE GAP
In a combat situation there is no alternative. You’ve got
to handle every situation and every change and never
be caught in a situation where you don’t have the means
to act and fulfil your mission successfully.
Our versatile and powerful shoulder-launched support
weapons can fill the capability gap between lighter
support weapons or personal assault rifles, and heavy
on-demand fire support. With greater flexibility in firepower
and much-enhanced availability the unit’s striking
capability can be improved whenever and wherever
it’s needed.
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Robust and easy to operate and carry, and no advanced
training needed. Providing the ability to destroy small
fortifications, take out enemy troops in open terrain or in
positions inside buildings, create new entrance points in
buildings, and even knock out one of the most challenging
targets – the main battle tank.
With Saab as your partner you’ll access a range of support
weapons that fill the gap and help you establish and
maintain combat superiority.
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LOW WEIGHT,
HEAVY IMPACT
With our AT4 family of disposable and single-soldieroperated 84 mm support weapons, soldiers will have
a powerful defence that is equally effective against
landing craft, helicopters and armoured vehicles. The
AT4 is ideal for urban warfare (CS version) and can also
be employed for protecting fixed defence installations,
supply points and other vital assets. The system is

thoroughly combat proven and provides the firepower,
accuracy and easy handling needed for mission success.
The product range includes the AT4 HEAT (High Explosive
Anti-Tank), the AT4 CS (Confined Space) anti-armour
weapon and the AT4 CS AST (Confined Space/AntiStructure Tandem). To date, more than one million pieces
have been made.

PRODUCT
SYSTEM
ADVANTAGE

AT4
DISPOSABLE
MULTIPLE VERSIONS

Carl-Gustaf M3 – A true multi-purpose, man-portable shoulder-fired weapon system.

AT4 – A versatile, lightweight, shoulder-launched and combat proven family of support weapons available in multiple versions.

PRODUCT
SYSTEM
ADVANTAGE

CARL-GUSTAF
CREW-OPERATED
MULTIPLE CAPABILITIES

COMBAT
PROVEN RELIABILITY
For the dismounted soldier the robust, reliable and highly
versatile Carl-Gustaf system provides rapid-response
capabilities to a great number of ground threats, in all
combat scenarios. It’s a man-portable, crew-operated
and shoulder-fired system that includes capabilities for
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anti-armour, anti-structure, smoke, illumination and antipersonnel uses. The latest version of the launcher also
features significant weight reduction and improvements
for urban operations to further enhance its usability. The
system is operational in more than 40 countries.
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AT4

LONG RANGE
LETHALITY
The BILL 2 overfly, top attack, anti-tank missile system combats
both moving and static targets at ranges of up to 2200 metres.
The missile is wire guided, immune to jamming and it attacks
the weakest part of the target – from above. It requires no lock
on or cool down time before launch, giving it very short reaction
times to events. With its high mission capability BILL 2 is made
for any terrain and defeats anything from MBTs to lightly
armoured combat vehicles and secondary targets.

NLAW (Next Generation Light Anti-Tank Weapon)
– The first ever, non-expert, single-soldier, short-range, anti-tank missile system
able to knock out any main battle tank, in any situation, from any angle and in
any environment.

The system is operated by a two-man crew.
Together with its 3rd generation Thermal Imager it
provides troops in action with the ability to detect,
recognise, identify and engage targets both day and night. To
increase its target flexibility the missile can be launched in three
modes – OTA against armour, DA against other vehicles/vessels
or OTA against positioned enemy troops. BILL 2 can also be
vehicle-configured and employed anywhere aggressors threaten
the peace.
PRODUCT
SYSTEM

PRODUCT
SYSTEM
ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE

NLAW
SHORT RANGE
ANTI-TANK-GUIDED MISSILE

BILL 2
MEDIUM RANGE
AND MULTI-PURPOSE
RAPID REACTION

FIRE AND FORGET

BILL 2 – A man-portable, multi-mission, medium-range, Anti-Tank Guided
Weapon system (ATGW) for targets at up to 2,200 metres range.

THE POWER OF
STRIKING FROM ABOVE
With the one-man-portable NLAW (Next Generation Light
Anti-tank Weapon) at his side, the dismounted soldier has
the power and tactical advantage within close combat
range – 20m to more than 600m – to effectively destroy
the most advanced MBT with just one shot, striking it from
above. NLAW´s maximum firing range is 1000m.
By using proven Overfly Top-Attack (OTA ) technology the
missile will always strike where the MBT is most vulnerable
– through the roof. NLAW is optimised for its task even
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when the target is only barely visible or exposing an
extremely small target area. With its advanced fuse technology, the missile always has a ‘full-size’ target.
By using the Direct Attack (DA ) mode, secondary targets
can also be effectively defeated.
NLAW allows light forces to operate dismounted and
gives them the capability to kill tanks in all environments,
including in built-up areas and from confined spaces.
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COMMITTED TO
MISSION SUCCESS
To be operational and effective. To be in the right place at
the right time. To see and not be seen. To seize the initiative
and take charge, all while protecting your own forces –
these are all factors of successful operations.
Saab’s ground combat systems contribute to this success.
And by adding system integration, training and support
to our offer we can empower the individual soldier, as
well as an entire battle force, with enhanced operational
capabilities.
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Our capability offers are based on customer and partner
needs and prerequisites. In order to deliver products
and services that meet your precise needs, we also
provide long-term support including solutions for the
entire supply chain.
This means that our products and services cover the
life-cycle and the objectives of military efficiency to meet
all demands and expectations – before, during and after
any mission.

Capability/
Feature

Carl-Gustaf

AT4 (HEAT)

AT4 (AST)

NLAW

BILL 2

Typical combat range

Munition-dependent

20-400 m

20-300 m

20-600 m

150-2200 m

Main targets

Multiple capabilities

IFV/APC

Troops inside
buildings/breach-hole
capability

MBT
(all aspects)

MBT
(all aspects)

Confined space

HEAT round

Yes
(CS version)

Yes

Yes

-

Single soldier/crew

Crew

Single soldier

Single soldier

Single soldier

Crew

Guided/ballistic

Ballistic

Ballistic

Ballistic

Predicted Line Of Sight
(Fire & Forget)

Wire Guided

Night Vision
capability

NVS interface available

Goggles compatible

Goggles compatible

NVS (TI and II)
Goggles compatible

NVS
(TI)

Disposable weapon

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Main training tool

Sub-calibre round

Sub-calibre round

Sub-calibre round

Simulator

Simulator

Key: Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV), Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC), Night Vision Sight (NVS), Thermal Imager (TI), Image Intensifier (II)
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Product Data

Saab is one of the world’s leading hightechnology companies, with its main
operations focusing on defence, aviation
and space. The Group covers a broad
spectrum of competence and capability in
systems integration.
Saab develops, manufactures and delivers
advanced products and services for the
defence market, as well as for those
commercial markets where there is a clear
demand for its capabilities.
The Group’s own strength and strategic
partnerships enable it both to compete and
to collaborate in international markets.
Saab has the world as its market, but
research, development and production are
carried out principally in Sweden.
The Group has a total of approximately
14,000 employees. Total annual sales are
SEK 17,000 million. Research and
development corresponds to about 25 per
cent of turnover.

Thales is a leading international electronics
and systems group, serving defence,
aerospace and security markets worldwide,
supported by a comprehensive services
offering.
The group’s civil and military businesses
develop in parallel to serve a single objective:
the security of people, property and nations.
Leveraging a global network of high-level
researchers, Thales offers a capability
unmatched in Europe to develop and deploy
critical information systems. Thales employs
60,000 people in 50 countries and
generated revenues of €10.3 billion in 2005,
with a record order book of over €20 billion.
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Saab Dynamics AB

Telephone: +46 586 810 00

SE-691 80 Karlskoga

Fax: +46 586 857 00

Sweden

Weight

12,5 kg

Combat range

20 m – 600+ m

Max range

1000 m

Guidance principle

PLOS (Predicted
Line of Sight)

Attack modes

Selectable
OTA (Overfly Top Attack)
or DA (Direct Attack)

Warhead

Single shape charge

Armour penetration

More than MBT roof with
ERA (Explosive Reactive
Armour)

Confined space capability Yes
Preparation time

Appr. 5 seconds

Insensitive Munition

Yes

Shelf life

20 years

NLAW
next generation
light anti-tank weapon
The Bofors NLAW (Next Generation
Light Anti-tank Weapon) is the first
ever single soldier missile system that
rapidly knocks out any Main Battle
Tank in just one shot by striking it from
above. The true tank killer for light
forces that operate dismounted in all
environ-ments including built-up areas.

STATUS
CATEGORY
ATTACK MODE

IN SERVICE
DISPOSABLE ANTI-TANK MISSILE SYSTEM
SELECTABLE OTA-DA

NLAW next generation light anti-tank weapon

Providing Anti-Tank Superiority
When a dismounted soldier is equipped
with the one-man-portable Bofors NLAW,
he is given the power to immediate destroy
the most advanced MBT, wherever and
whenever it appears within combat range,

20 to 600 metres, from any aspect, firing
only one shot.
NLAW is built upon mature and wellproven technologies within areas such as
warhead, guidance, fuze, confined space

and insensitive munition. These
technologies have been further improved
and combined with the most modern
technology available on the market today.

Exceptional Technologies
PLOS (Predicted Line of Sight)
The soldier tracks the target for a few
seconds before firing. The missile’s
guidance electronics record the soldier’s
aiming movement, calculate and predict the
target route and the flight path to the target.
Attack Modes
Against tanks and other armoured targets,

the OTA (Overfly Top Attack) mode is
used. In OTA mode, the missile flies about
one metre above the line of sight. The
warhead initiates above the target’s most
vulnerable part – the roof.
Against non-armoured targets, the DA
(Direct Attack) mode is used. The missile
then flies on the line of sight. The sensors
are disconnected and the warhead initiates
on impact.

Target behind cover defeated in top-attack mode.

Tactical Advantage
Full Effect on Target
NLAW is optimised to destroy modern
MBTs with add-on armour, with full effect
from within its whole combat range, even
when the target is only briefly visible or
showing an extremely small target area.
Using the proven OTA technology with an
advanced fuze system, the missile always
has a “full-size target”, seen from above
and strikes through the roof, where the
MBT is most vulnerable. The reliability and
precision of NLAW enhances survivability
on the modern battlefield.

NLAW Combat Weapon.

As Easy as Aim and Fire
NLAW uses state of the art technology, not
only to achieve highest possible effect on
target, but also to overcome the traditional
difficulties faced by soldiers, such as complicated firing routines including estimation
of range, wind direction and target speed.
NLAW with clip-on image intensifier.

The weapon is fully compatible with night
vision goggles and can also be fired with
any other clip-on night vision devices.
Years of experience developing shoulderlaunched weapon systems have resulted in
an ergonomically optimised and intuitive
weapon, with an outstanding SSKP (Single
Shot Kill Probability).

NLAW next generation light anti-tank weapon

rational in use
Easy to Integrate
NLAW, a maintenance-free, disposable
weapon, requires relatively little training
and is easy to integrate into all existing
operational as well as maintenance
organisations. The system does not require
changes in tactics and gives combat units
the ability to act with a true tank killing
capability down to the individual soldier
level in any scenario or environment.
Although NLAW is an easy to use system,
training will contribute to unit readiness.

No live firing is required, both indoor and
outdoor trainers are available for improving basic skills as well as team and tactical
force-on-force training.

been submitted to extensive testing to meet
the demanding requirements from the
Swedish and British procurement agencies.

Low Risk Investment
NLAW has a low LCC (Life Cycle Cost),
with almost all costs going towards
procurement, reducing hidden expenses
such as additional operation and support
costs. Based on proven and improved
technologies, the system has
View from PC based in-door simulator.

Combining the Best Capabilities
NLAW combines the simplicity of light
anti-armour weapons with the advantages
of heavy, crew-operated guided missile
systems. With NLAW, an MBT can be
destroyed immediately upon target detection, regardless of attitude, without having

to mount the system, load the weapon and,
in some cases, complete a lock-on to launch
sequence.
Meaning the individual modern soldier has
a weapon to stop and destroy almost any
target that arises in the chaos of the modern

Securing the Future
After extensive and rigid evaluation,
NLAW was selected by the British and
Swedish defence authorities, as meeting
the demanding requirements for a next
generation light anti-tank weapon.

Saab and Thales have a marketing agreement
enabling any potential customer to procure
the system from either Saab or Thales.

The users now have weapon, unmatchable
as a one-man-portable, anti-tank system
and it has been chosen already by a number
of armies as their future ultimate tank killer.
The Swedish and British defence
authorities assigned the JNS (Joint NLAW
System) programme to Saab in mid-2002.
Final assembly of the weapon is conducted
by Thales in the UK, Saab major
teaming partner in the joint NLAW
system programme.
NLAW missile.

battlefield, without assistance and using
only one shot – making NLAW an
invaluable support to other weapons,
creating the complete combat unit.

